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Beloveds, it is Lady Nada with another of a series of regular missives of peace brought
to you by my emissary Astrea Aurora. I bring this day tidings of importance for
workers of the light in opening the heart to give and to receive love, with many
dispensations offered those who receive this missive.
As you connect to the three fold heart flame, deep within the core of your beautiful
hearts of light, open your chakra column through the suns and the moons to the
Source realms, connecting with your God Presence and your I Am Presence, breathing
in their love and commanding their descent .. to align with your beautiful hearts of
light .. and opening the lower chakras .. and the link chakra between the knees .. and
the earth star chakra beneath your feet .. connecting deep to the centre of the earth,
to Gaia’s own heart, of crystal and light.
You are placed in an ascension pyramid of rainbow crystal opalescent light, containing
all the rays of Godhead .. streaming down around you and filling you with their rays of
blessings, of dispensations, raining down soul gifts, taking advantage of the especial
energies in these days of the Sirian stargate to offer you that which you are now ready
to receive .. to propel you forward along the next level of your life path and mission ..
as you breathe deeply now .. offering up those obstacles to your path that you have
identified and know so well .. offering these up, surrendering these to me and to the
divine ones who are in my service this day .. removing all obstacles which you have
identified .. for this is our role .. to assist you to walk forward along your life path and
beyond the challenges and obstacles which you have noted and identified,
acknowledged and ‘owned’ as that which are your patterns and beliefs of duality. And
say to you that those which you have identified as patterns and beliefs which hold you

in struggle and confusion have as their core the ancient memories and records of your
soul akasha .. and your Family of Light holds the role of emptying the akasha of your
soul of those records, patterns and beliefs which you have acknowledged and
courageously ‘owned’. And those patterns and behaviours which are offered you now
.. to observe and to ‘own’ as those which are your own patterns of struggle and
confusion, of sadness and stuckness .. receive their release now, transmuting the
karmic records across all time, all space and all dimensions .. in this special
dispensation given this day. And you may wish to work with this for some time
beloveds, to look at that which concerns you this moment in your daily life .. to
observe the challenges and the struggles and the stuckness .. the stories within which
you are engaged .. and to offer these up for release .. and to know that there is such
love and honour for you in the path you walk .. and the wish is there to see you
relieved of the karmic episodes through which you walk and which you have seen
clearly that you hold as a pattern or belief or attitude that causes pain and offers lack
of peace in your life.
And the purpose for the release of all that saddens is to allow a vacuum to be created
within your being .. for in that moment the vacuum may be filled with that which
delights and that which you desire and long for, the release being first required to
enable your Family of Light to rain their blessings upon you.
Breathing deeply beloveds, and opening the heart most wide .. for with the release of
all that saddens and limits you, the heart is enabled to unfurl like a lotus flower as the
early rays of the sun first reach its petals. Breathing to allow the heart to unfurl, the
petals of the lotus within to open, more and more .. breathing to allow the petals of
the heart to open, wider and wide. We see the beauty of these fabulous hearts .. wide
and beautiful enough to love all of mankind, such is their love.
And if you will breathe and break through the illusion of your physicality .. breathe and
break through .. into the deep core of the divine heart you are .. the heart that beats
for humanity, that chose to enter the earth plane to assist humanity .. to break free of
the illusion of the third dimension .. to break free of the fear matrix of the collective
consciousness .. you travel deep inside the petals of the lotus heart wherein resides
the heart of god you each hold. Flowing through the pathways of the heart, deep
inside the core wherein resides that god who is truly you. Breathing deeply to
experience this love that you are .. with many legions of angels holding you and
assisting you to break free of the barriers which hold you within the physical ..
allowing you to break free of the illusions and delusions within which you have been
walking in the physical .. opening your hearts, your divine hearts to the beauty that
you truly are.
Expanding in that love, and falling into that softness, with tears breaking through now
to experience this love that you are, tears of sadness and of joy .. sadness that you
have been living the illusion that you are lesser, smaller, without confidence or
knowledge of the purity and beauty of heart you hold, sadness for the fears you have
experienced, and the doubts of your own divinity .. and joy to break through and
beyond these doubts and fears and sadnesses .. the angelic ones cocooning you in soft
love, wrapping their golden wings around each of you .. as I place within the jewel of
your crystal hearts my amethyst of compassion and heart opening.

Receiving with the breath, allowing the jewel of rose quartz now to be placed within
your hearts, softening and easing and releasing the sadness that many of you feel for
the lack of love in your lives, the lack of the divine love, held as a deep yearning within
the hearts of many. For you have been engaged upon your path of karmic clearing,
and of entering initiations of growth and wisdom, raising your frequency of light,
rebuilding, restoring and activating your bodies of crystal light .. and for some it has
seemed that love has been denied them .. and this is a deep pain held by many, that
love has been denied them .. and there is anger now at the Family of Light .. many
feeling that this love has been denied them and feeling fixed to their spiritual path
instead, not ‘allowed’ to receive the love in relationship that many others on the
physical plane receive in daily life. And despair and disappointment arise at this lack
they feel.
But beloveds, divine love has not been denied you .. never are you to be in lack or
sadness. There is the wish to apprise you of the fact of the divine timing and the
alignment of the planetary influences necessary to bring you together with your divine
other .. and also to remind you of the karmic cleansing upon which you have been
engaged in recent years .. and of the great growth spurts of wisdom .. of frequency ...
and of wholeness .. that you each have achieved .. walking relentlessly towards
completion .. towards mission .. all being put in place that is required for you to open
to divine love. Not prevented from receiving beloveds, but moving towards this divine
love.
And there are some already in relationships, but there is a mismatch of frequency
between you .. for some are not on the same evolutionary path of growth and mastery
as you .. and there is sadness as you observe the space between you as it widens.
Beloveds, going deep into the core of the crystal heart within, breathing deeply as you
surrender to the divine .. opening your hearts and opening your beings to receive my
cocoon of soft pink love as it is placed around your hearts .. allowing your frequency to
rise .. so that the obstacles to love are deflected, released, transmuted.
And if you are in relationship and you find this unfulfilling .. allow your deepest heart
to open and to face fully this fact. With many angels holding you .. and with their
promise to continue this love and support as you fully surrender to the truth of your
deepest heart. To allow the attachments to release so that the heart may unfurl and
examine its deepest truths .. bravely, dispassionately .. to own the truth of your own
heart .. and to see if it matches that of your partner .. and to see the possibilities of
rekindling the love that brought you together.
And if you feel that with your heart more fully open to your partner, and if you feel
that in total truth and communication with this one you may reignite the flame of your
love and your passion together .. then make your commitment to this. And if you see
and acknowledge the patterns you hold between you that create a lack of harmony,
then make your commitment to open your deepest heart to your partner .. and to ask
this one also for a deep heart opening .. and together to face, and to admit to those
patterns of duality, and to commit to communicating deeply about the issues you each
hold, with many angels in attendance to hold and support you.
And you make take this opportunity of sacred heart space to call your beloved partner

into your heart to receive with you the dispensations that are offered .. and to open
your heart to this one and to share your deep desire to renew and replenish and
revitalise your love .. and to ask this one to share with you that which they ask of you
that will enable them to return this heart opening .. and to move again into the path of
a divine love relationship. And within your heart, much can be achieved in this way ..
opening the path to forgiveness, to apology, to reconciliation. And if there are grudges
and issues held between you from that which has occurred between you in past times,
then offer these for release .. surrender these and let them go .. and offer apology and
forgiveness for all that has occurred in the past .. and receive that which you require to
set you free to again walk the path of divine love.
And if you feel not ready, or able, yet to face or to understand the truth of your heart ..
surrender this to the angelic ones who hold you, and ask that they continue to hold
you and assist you.
And for those who though they are surrounded by love, are not in relationship, then
open your hearts beloveds in the knowledge that the time nears for soulmate
relationships for many .. and it can be clearly seen that there has been a time of
preparation, of self growth, of cleansing and releasing of the collective patterns of
man and woman .. necessary that you may walk to a higher level of love in divine
relationship. Open your deepest hearts beloveds and surrender to this love .. and
know that it nears and that it is not denied you.
And in this knowledge, it is asked of you that you accept as reality this which is your
deep wish .. accept this as though it already occurs .. and to release those doubts and
fears and attitudes of lack of love, and fear and doubt that ever will love be allowed
you .. for these are blockages which indeed effectively preclude this love you long for
to ever be allowed to enter. Breathing deeply and switching your consciousness .. in
the blink of an eye to shift your focus from lack and to hold great trust in your heart
that the love that you seek is held within your field of light .. shifting your focus onto
the receipt of the love which mirrors your own .. opening your hearts to fully and
completely experience this certainty, this joy .. releasing all patterns of lack .. and
allowing now great love to fill the vacuum you have created in your heart .. free of all
sadness, all limitation, all doubt, all fear, all lack .. allowing great love to stream into
your being, to fill you .. and gratitude and joy to fill all of your being, overflowing with
this joy and gratitude .. and expanding further now to attract divine love to fill your
heart. Expanding in this love beloveds, and calling for divine love to fill you, knowing
that this is your due and will not be denied you, if this is your wish. And you are asked
to work with this meditation each time you fall into the old patterns of lack, and of
doubt, and of sadness .. each time opening all the pathways of the heart, and
expanding the heart in joy and gratitude .. for it is in this receptive state that the
universe may indeed send you all of your heart’s desires. And when you are in
sadness, and lack .. then the universal laws of reflection are limited to bring into your
field only those of lack and sadness.
Breathing so deeply, for you have cleared all the pathways of the heart, allowing the
love of divine presence to be experienced .. and merging now with your divine
presence, casting to the extremities all remaining wounds and ancient sadnesses and
griefs of the heart, and remaining in communion with your divine presence for some
time, anchoring your energies firmly into Gaia’s heart so that she too may share in this

love and light ……………………………………………………………………………………………...
Such beauty each of you holds, such greatness of heart.
always beloveds, never alone, never alone.

You are held and loved,

I Am Lady Nada.

Channeled with love by Astrea Aurora, Divine Channel
Astrea lives amongst the rice paddies in the spiritual centre of Bali, immersed in and inspired by the culture and spirituality of
the Isle of the Gods. Her gift brought to earth for humanity is that of her ability to repattern the electro-magnetic field …

and her Creation Codes and Elixirs which restore and repattern the light body to Original Blueprint. That which she
offers humanity:
Ω

Sacred Mystery School training courses as Seer, Rainbow Bridge Channel and Keeper of the Akashic Records.

Ω

Light Body Repair Kit ... sacred geometry codes for repatterning of the light body

Ω

Soul Signature, Galactic Presence and Highest Heart Dreaming Codes of sacred geometry

Ω
Ω

Ω

Channeled readings of Life Purpose, Mission and Keepership – your purpose upon earth and your gift for humanity
Creation Elixirs with channeled activations … for restoration and healing of the light body
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